**CAL PAC CONFERENCE MEETING & CONFERENCE DATES**

**NOVEMBER**

5 Volleyball Coaches - Zoom Conference - 10:00 AM (PST)

5 Men's Soccer Coaches - Zoom Conference - 11:00 AM (PST)

5 Women's Soccer Coaches - Zoom Conference - 12 Noon (PST)

7 Men's Soccer, Women's Soccer, Volleyball Awards Banquets (Championship sites)

9 Cal Pac Champions of Character - Championship Service Project Day

11 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

14 Directors of Athletics - Zoom Conference - 11:00 AM (PST)

**DECEMBER**

5 Directors of Athletics - Zoom Conference - 1:00 - 3:00 PM (PST)

9 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

**JANUARY**

13 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

15 Directors of Athletics - Executive Council Meeting - Lancaster, CA (1:00 - 5:00 PM)

16 Council of Presidents / AD Joint Meeting - Lancaster, CA (12:00 - 5:00 PM)

**FEBRUARY**

10 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

18 Men & Women's Basketball Coaches - Championship Zoom Conference (TBA)

**MARCH**
10 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

APRIL

7 Cal Pac Student-Athlete Council - Zoom Conference - 6:30 PM (PST)

14 Directors of Athletics Meeting at NAIA Convention (TBA)